In this paper we describe the first evaluation contest (track) for Portuguese whose goal was to detect and classify relations between named entities in running text, called ReRelEM. Given a collection annotated with named entities belonging to ten different semantic categories, we marked all relationships between them within each document. We used the following fourfold relationship classification: identity, included-in, located-in, and other (which was later on explicitly detailed into twenty different relations). We provide a quantitative description of this evaluation resource, as well as describe the evaluation architecture and summarize the results of the participating systems in the track.
Motivation
Named entity recognition can be considered the first step towards semantic analysis of texts and a crucial subtask of information extraction systems. Proper names, besides their high frequency in language, do more than just refer -they convey additional information as instances of general semantic categories. But NE recognition is, as just mentioned, only the first step for full language processing. If we want to go beyond the detection of entities, a natural step is establishing semantic relations between these entities, and this is what this paper is about.
There are two fairly independent communities that focus on the task of detecting relations between named entities: the work on anaphora resolution, illustrated by (Mitkov, 2000; Collovini et al., 2007; de Souza et al., 2008) and the work on relation detection in information extraction, see e.g. (Agichtein and Gravano, 2000; Zhao and Grishman, 2005; Culotta and Sorensen, 2004) . Although both communities are doing computational semantics, the two fields are largely non-overlapping, and one of the merits of our work is that we tried to merge the two.
Let us briefly describe both traditions: as (Mitkov, 2000) explains, anaphora resolution is concerned with studying the linguistic phenomenon of pointing back to another expression in the text. The semantic relations between the referents of these expressions can be of different types, being co-reference a special case when the relation is identity. The focus of anaphora resolution is determining the antecedent chains, although it implicitly also allows to elicit semantic relations between referents. This task has a long tradition in natural language processing (NLP) since the early days of artificial intelligence (Webber, 1978) , and has from the start been considered a key ingredient in text understanding.
A different tradition, within information extraction and ontology building, is devoted to fact extraction. The detection of relations involving named entities is seen as a step towards a more structured model of the meaning of a text. The main concerns here (see e.g. (Zhao and Grishman, 2005) ) are the extraction of large quantities of facts, generally coupled with machine learning approaches. 1 Although mentions of named entities may ex- press semantic relations other than identity or dependency, the main focus of the first school has been limited to co-reference. Yet, relations such as part-of have been considered under the label of indirect anaphora, also known as associative or bridging anaphora. Contrarywise, the list of relations of interest for the second school is defined simply by world knowledge (not linguistic clues), and typical are the relations between an event and its location, or an organization and its headquarters. Obviously, these relations do occur between entities that do not involve (direct or indirect) anaphora in whatever broad understanding of the term.
Also, relation detection in the second school does not usually cover identity (cf. ACE's seven relation types): identity or co-reference is often considered an intermediate step before relation extraction (Culotta and Sorensen, 2004) . Table 1 displays a non-exhaustive overview of the different relations found in the literature. 2 In devising the ReRelEM 3 pilot track, our goal was twofold: to investigate which relations could 2 There is overlap between ACE 2007 and 2004 types of relations. In order to ease the comparison, we used the names of subtypes for ACE relations.
3 ReRelEM stands for Reconhecimento de Relações entre Entidades Mencionadas, Portuguese for "recognition of relations between named entities", see be found between named entities in Portuguese text, and how could a pilot task be devised that compared the performance of different automatic systems supposed to identify them. It should be emphasized that both MUC and ACE were key inspiration sources for ReRelEM, which stems from Linguateca's emphasis on evaluation.
In fact, we were conversant with MUC coreference track and the way it was scored, as well as aware of two other related evaluation contests: ACE (Doddington et al., 2004; NIST and ACE, 2007) , which extended MUC by dropping the requirement that entities had to be named, and ARE (Orȃsan et al., 2008) , which requested the identification of an anaphoric relation in certain types of pre-defined relations (identity, synonymy, generalization and specification), but which ignored indirect anaphora (that may convey meronymy, or inclusion, in a broad sense).
ReRelEM, although maintaining (or adding) the restriction to named entitites, is, from our point of view, an advance in the field of relation detection, since we proposed the detection (and classification) of all (relevant) kinds of relations between NEs in a document, providing thus both a merge and an extension of the previous evaluation campaigns. 
Track description
The purpose of ReRelEM is to assess systems that try to recognize the most relevant relations between named entities, even if those relations do not involve coreference or anaphora.
Context
In order for it to be feasible in the short time we had, the track definition required that both referring expression and their semantic referent were named entities. Pronouns and definite descriptions were hence excluded. Note also that ReRelEM was defined in the context of the second edition of a larger evaluation contest dealing with NE detection and classification in Portuguese, HAREM (for a detailed description of HAREM, in Portuguese, see also (Santos and Cardoso, 2007; Mota and Santos, 2008) ). HAREM required systems to choose among ten categories (see Table 2 ), 43 types and 21 subtypes, the later concerning the categories TEMPO (time) and LOCAL (place). So, it should be emphasized that ReRelEM focuses only on the classification and detection of the relations, not limiting in any way the kinds of (named) entities that can be related (as usualy done in other detection tasks). It only enforces the kinds of relations that must be identified.
Relation inventory
The establishment of an inventory of the most relevant relations between NEs is ultimately subjective, depending on the kind of information that each participant aims to extract. We have nevertheless done an exploratory study and annotated exhaustively a few texts to assess the most frequent and less controversial (or easier to assign) relations, and came up with just the following relation types for the task proposal:
• identity (ident);
• inclusion (inclui (includes) or incluido (included));
• placement (ocorre-em (occurs-in) or sede-de (place-of));
• other (outra)
For further description and examples see section 3. However, during the process of building ReRelEM's golden collection (a subset of the HAREM collection used as gold standard), human annotation was felt to be more reliable -and also more understandable -if one specified what "other" actually meant, and so a further level of detail (twenty new relations) was selected and marked, see Table 3 . (In any case, since this new refinement did not belong to the initial task description, all were mapped back to the coarser outra relation for evaluation purposes.)
ReRelEM features and HAREM requirements
The annotation process began after the annotation of HAREM's golden collection, that is, the relations started to be annotated after all NE had been tagged and totally revised. For ReRelEM, we had therefore no say in that process -again, ReRelEM was only concerned with the relations between the classified NEs. However, our detailed consideration of relations helped to uncover -and correct some mistakes in the original classification. In order to explain the task(s) at hand, let us describe shortly ReRelEM's syntax: In ReRelEM's golden collection, each NE has a unique ID. A relation between NE is indicated by the additional attributes COREL (filled with the ID of the related entity) and TIPOREL (filled with the name of the relation) present in the NE that corresponds to one of the arguments of the relation. (Actually, there's no difference if the relation is marked in the first or in the second argument.) One referring expression can be associated with one or more NEs through several semantic relations. In such cases, all possible relations must be assigned to the referring expression, in the form of a list, as illustrated by UTAD in Figure 1 .
In this example, the NE with name UTAD (and id ex1-42) corresponds to an acronym of Universidade de Trás-os-Montes e Alto Douro (a university in Portugal), maintaining with this entity an identity relation (ident). The TIPOREL field of ex1-42 contains another relation, inclui, which stands for the relation of inclusion, this time with the previously mentioned Serviços Administrativos (ex1-40), a specific department of the university.
In order to minimize human labour and also to let systems mark relations the way it would better suit them, we have postulated from the start that, for all purposes, it would be equivalent to annotate everything or just enough relations so that all others can be automatically computed. So, the evaluation programs, in an obvious extension of what was proposed in (Vilain et al., 1995) for identity, 1. add/expand all relations with their inverses (e.g., "A includes B" entails "B is included in A"), and 2. apply a set of expansion rules (see examples in Table 4 ) to compute the closure As a consequence, different systems may tag the same text in different ways, but encoding the same knowledge.
What is a relevant relation?
An important difference as to what we expect as relevant relations should be pointed out: instead of requiring explicit (linguistic) clues, as in traditional research on anaphor, we look for all relations that may make sense in the specific context of the whole document. Let us provide two arguments supporting this decision:
• the first one is philosophical: the borders between world knowledge and contextual inference can be unclear in many cases, so it is not easy to distinguish them, even if we did believe in that separation in the first place;
• the second is practical: marking all possible relations is a way to also deal with unpredictable informational needs, for example for text mining applications. Take a sentence like "When I lived in Peru, I attended a horse show and was able to admire breeds I had known only from pictures before, like Falabella and Paso.". From this sentence, few people would infer that Paso is a Peruvian breed, but a horse specialist might at once see the connection. The question is: should one identify a relation between Peru and Paso in this document? We took the affirmative decision, assuming the existence of users interested in the topic: "relation of breeds to horse shows: are local breeds predominant?".
However, and since this was the first time such evaluation contest was run, we took the following measure: we added the attribute INDEP to the cases where the relation was not possible to be inferred by the text. In this way, it is possible to assess the frequency of these cases in the texts, and one may even filter them out before scoring the system runs to check their weight in the ranking of the systems. Interestingly, there were very few cases (only 6) marked INDEP in the annotated collection.
Qualitative relation description
Identity (or co-reference) does not need to be explained, although we should insist that this is not identity of expression, but of meaning. So the same string does not necessarily imply identity, cf.:
Os adeptos do Porto invadiram a cidade do Porto em júbilo. 4 Interestingly, even though organization is only the third most frequent category, Figure 2 shows that we found more co-reference among organizations than among any other category. As to inclusion (see Figure 3) , it was defined between NEs of the same sort, as the folowing examples, respectively illustrating LOCAL, PESSOA, OBRA and ORGANIZACAO, show:
Centenas de pessoas recepcionaram no Aeroporto da Portela num clima de enorme entusiasmo e euforia, a selecção <EM ID="ex1-39" CATEG="PESSOA" TIPO="INDIVIDUAL"> Miguel Rodrigues</EM> , chefe dos <EM ID="ex1-40" CATEG="ORGANIZACAO" TIPO="INSTITUICAO" COREL="ex1-39" TIPOREL="outra">Serviços Administrativos</EM> da <EM ID="ex1-41" CATEG="ORGANIZACAO" TIPO="INSTITUICAO" COREL="ex1-40" TIPOREL="inclui"> Universidade de Trás-os-Montes e Alto Douro</EM> <EM ID="ex1-42" CATEG="ORGANIZACAO" TIPO="INSTITUICAO" COREL="ex1-41 ex1-40" TIPOREL="ident inclui">UTAD</EM> Placement is clearly skewed towards placement of organizations (518 cases) as opposed to occurrence of events (just 98 instances). However, if we consider the relative distribution of organizations and events (see Table 2 ), we can state that, relative to their places, events have 4.8 relations in average and organizations 5.0, which is a far more interesting result, not favouring any of the NE classes.
Examples of this relation are:
GP Brasil -Não faltou emoção em Interlagos no Circuito José Carlos Pace 9
As to the refinement of outra, Table 3 presents the relations found in the material.
Vague categories
It is important to stress that the basic tenets of HAREM had to be followed or reckoned with, not only the classification grid (see Table 2 ) but particularly the fact that some named entities are considered to be vague among different categories in of Fundamental Rights of the EU (...) stressed the commitment assumed by the three institutions -EP 9 GP Brasil -There was no lack of excitement in Interlagos at the José Carlos Pace Circuit. The several relations between the three bold-faced NEs have been found to be as follows: The LO-CAL facet of the first NE is identical with the LO-CAL facets of the second and third NEs, while the ORG(ANIZACAO) facet of the third NE is located in the LOCAL facet of the second and first NEs. (Two kinds of relations are therefore involved here: ident and inclui.)
Evaluation: architecture and measures
Our first concern in this pilot track was to make a clear separation between the evaluation of relations and the evaluation of NE detection, which was the goal of HAREM. So, ReRelEM 's evaluation uses as a starting point the set of alignments that correspond to a mapping of the NE in the golden collection (GC) to a (candidate) NE in the participation.
Evaluation has the following stages:
• Maximization: the sets of relations annotated in both the GC and in the participation are maximized, applying the rules in Table 4 ;
• Selection: the alignments where the NE in the GC is different from the corresponding one in the participation are removed, and so are all relations held between removed NEs;
• Normalization: The identifiers of the NE in the participation are normalized in order to make it possible to compare the relations in both sides, given that each system uses its own identifiers.
• Translation: The alignments are translated to triples: arg1 relation arg2, where the arguments consist of the identifiers of the NE together with the facet, for example x67 LOCAL sede-de ty45 ORGANIZACAO.
• Filtering: removing relations of types not being evaluated (because HAREM, and therefore ReRelEM, allows for partial participation -and evaluation -scenarios 12 ).
• Individual evaluation: the triples in the GC are compared to the triples in the participation.
of the European Union (...) We are mainly a community of values and these common values constitute the foundation of the European Union. 12 In other words, it is possible to select a subset of the classification hierarchy. • Global evaluation: measures (precision, recall and F-measure) are calculated based on the score of each triple.
Each triple is scored as correct, missing or incorrect. We only considered as correct triples (and correct relations) those which linked the correct NEs and whose relation was well classified. So, a system doesn't score if it correctly matches the NEs to be related, but fails to recognize the kind of relation. We assign one point to each correct relation and none to incorrect or missing relations, and then we compute precision, recall and F-measure.
ReRelEM's golden collection includes 12 texts with 4,417 words and 573 NEs (corresponding to 642 different facets). In all we annotated 6,790 relations (1436 identity; 1612 inclusion; 1232 placement; 2510 other).
Participation and results
For this first edition, only three systems (totalling nine runs) participated, namely REMBRANDT (Cardoso, 2008) , SEI-Geo (Chaves, 2008) , and SeRelEP (Bruckschen et al., 2008) , whose results are found in Figure 4 . However, they did not compare well: they selected different NER tasks and different relation types, as shown in Table 5 . So, given the little and diverse participation in ReRelEM, we cannot do a useful state of the art, but we were definitely able to provide an interesting and important resource for empirical studies and for training of future systems, as well as a set of publicly available programs to manipulate, evaluate and display this 
Discussion and further work
Although this was just a pilot, a lot of knowledge about the task and the problems to be dealt with were gathered for the future, and important resources were offered to the community.
We intend to annotate further sections of the HAREM golden collection (as well as other kinds of texts and materials) with more relations in order to have more quantitative empirical data for studying the semantic fabric of Portuguese.
Although from an organization point of view it made sense to couple ReRelEM with HAREM, one should reflect over the consequences of inheriting a lot of decisions taken in HAREM, somehow going counter the intuitive and easier task of just annotating relations in a first round. However, despite initial fears to the contrary, we found out that the considerably fine-grained HAREM grid was in fact beneficial to the task of specifying relations: it is, after all, much more informative to have a relation of inclusion between a COISA-MEMBROCLASSE (concrete instance of a class of objects) and a COISA-CLASSE (a class of objects), than just a relation of inclusion tout court. In fact, in the next sentence, a kind of specialization relation can be uncovered. Conversely, the specification of relations between different NEs in a text may help in detecting and justifying different facets of a particular NE, i.e., multiple semantic categories that should be assigned to it.
This illustrates the often observed case that it may be easier for a human annotator to decide and choose a specific issue than a too general one, and that therefore categories or choices should be more dependent on ease of human interpretation than quantitative factors (such as few categories or balanced ones).
14 Brazilian astronomers expect to take the first pictures of planets beyond the solar system with the help of the largest telescope in the world, Gemini (...) Gemini telescopes have a capacity... For future work, we obviously intend to increase the size of the annotated collection (to the whole HAREM collection and even beyond), and investigate a couple of issues that interest us: which strategies are used to avoid repetition of proper names and establish textual cohesion? How do relations between noun phrases in general compare with relations between entities?
We would also like to investigate closer relationships between different relations: for example, is it more appropriate to also develop a hierarchy of relations, reconsidering, for example, affiliation (currently one of the other) as a kind of inclusion?
In order to understand better what this task is about, we would also like to investigate whether there are interesting correlations between NE categories and relations, as well as text genre and this sort of connectivity. Even though we only studied and annotated in depth 12 different texts, it was at once obvious that they had quite different properties as far as the number and kinds of relations was concerned.
From an evaluation point of view, we would like to improve our inconsistency detection programs and be able to reason about possible contradictions (of the annotation or of the interpretation) as well as experiment with different weights and evaluation measures, taking into account criteria such as predictability of relationships between NEs.
In any case, we believe this was an important first step to understand a number of issues and to reflect about what computational systems should be doing to harvest semantic knowledge. We would like to receive feedback on whether the task design seems sound to the rest of the community, and whether systems which would perform well in such task could be put to good use in real world applications.
